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'AJA’IB AL-MAKHLUQAT

Islands enthroned in the midst of her suite; (fol. 68d) natives of SalahT Islands with
gilded leaves covering their thighs, or climbing trees ; (fol. 72) the dragon and the
horned hare; (fol. y2d) inhabitants of the Indian Ocean; (fol. 78) the wolf-headed men
who inhabit the islands of the Ocean; (fol. ySl?) a man carrying on his back a creature
with ‘ leather legs —the old man of the sea of Sindbad’s tale; a whale; (fol. 8od) the ‘ old
Jew', a human-headed sea monster which comes ashore on Saturday evening and leaves
on Sunday evening; and (fol. gjd) the so-called sculptures of mount Blsutun, on the
western border of Iran, showing Khusrau ParvTz on his steed Shabdiz and Shlrln
surrounded by her court; constellations, zodiacal signs, and planets, including (fol. 18)
Saturn depicted with six arms; quadrupeds, fishes, birds, and reptiles.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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TASHRiH AL-BADAN
MID 15TH CENTURY

manuscript of the Tashrth al-Badan^ on anatomy^ by Mansur ibn Muhammad ibn
Ahmad {ibn Yiisuf ibn Ilyas)
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This well-known treatise on human anatomy

is dedicated to the Timurid prince Ziya al-Dln Amir-zadah Pir Muhammad Bahadur
Khan. By this is, probably, meant Pir Muhammad, son of Jahangir, son of Timur, who
after his grandfathers death, was left in possession of the Indian provinces and
Zabulistan, but was murdered in 809 (1407).^ Another grandson of Timur was also
called Pir Muhammad, namely, the son of 'Umar Shaikh, and he was murdered in 812.
It is said (Fonahn, pp. 3 and 129) that this work was composed in a.d. 1396 and the
authors better-known work, Kifdyah Mujahidiyyah, 27 years later. The author's
name is given on fol. 2 of the manuscript. The preface, with its general account
of the limbs and parts of the body, is followed by chapters on the bones, nerves,
muscles, veins, arteries, and organic members,^ and a conclusion on the formation and
development of the embryo.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 26-4 x 180 cm.; the written surface measures about 18.3 x

11.3 cm.; 21 lines; 31 folios.
IVRITING AND PAPER. The writing is an elegant Nastdliq enclosed within gold

and blue rulings. The paper is polished and rather thin.
BINDING. The outside of the cover, which is not contemporary, is of smooth purplish-

red leather with a blind-tooled panel, central motif, and line border; the inside is of buff
paper printed with a radiating foliage design in greenish brown.
DA TE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was copied about 1450 by an unknown scribe.
1 See Rieu, ii. 467^ and 470^; Fonahn, Zur Quellenkunde der persischen Medizin, pp. 3, 13, and 129;
and references given by them.

^
number of chapters is definitely stated as five
in the preface; but there is great confusion in the
numbering of chapters in the body of the work.
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ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. On fol. i, flanked above and below
by pendants decorated in gold and blue, is a rosette in dark-blue and gold, containing,
in gold script, the title Min Tashrlh al-Badan\ other crude ornaments on the page are
later additions. On fol.
is a sarlanh in blue, of similar style to the rosette, with
decorative foliage in gold and colour on a white ground and the Basmalah in gold script.
On fol. 30^ there is some crude blue and gold illumination.
The paintings consist of six conventional outline drawings, partly coloured, with black
and red inscriptions, as follows;
(1) Fol. \ob. The skeleton.
(2) Fol. 15. Plan of the nervous system.
(3) Fol. \^b. Plan of the muscular system.
(4 and 5) Foil. 20b and 22b. The internal organs and circulatory system.
(6) Fol. 31. The embryo.
SEALS AND INSCRIPTIONS. On fol. i are the seal and ex-libris of one Ahmad

ibn Muhammad VaisT and another seal too defaced to decipher.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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TASHRiH AL-BADAN
MID I5TH CENTURY

The same work as No. i2g
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This copy is identical with the last manuscript

in contents, style of writing, number and style of drawings, and the quality of the
ornamentation. Evidently it was executed by the same scribe and artist, although the
paper seems older and is of a darker tone. There are also some variations in the text.
Contents:
Chapter I, on bones, fol. 4^ (fig. fol. gb).
II, on nerves, fol. 10 (fig. fol. 13^).
III, on muscles, fol. 14^ (fig. fol. 15^).
” IV, on veins, fol. 15^ (fig. fol. 19^).
IV, bis, on arteries, fol. 19^^ (fig. fol. 2\b).
V, on organic members, fol. 2\b\ with conclusion on embryo (fig. fol. 2gl)).
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 26 x 17.8 cm.; the written surface measures 18 x 117 cm.;

21 lines; 30 folios.
AND PAPER.

The writing is an elegant

with

rubrics, enclosed

within gold pale-brown rules.
, 1
11
The paper is of an ivory tone. The margins are slightly damaged by worms.
BINDING. The cover is of cardboard, with flap. The outside is ornamented with a

watered design.
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TASHRIH AL-BADAN
DATE AND SCRIBE. Like the contemporary no. 129, this manuscript lacks a
colophon, and the scribe’s name is unknown. It was probably copied about the middle
of the 15th century.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. On fol. i is a rosette containing the
title. On fol.
is a sarlauh containing the Basmalah. Both are probably by the

illuminator of MS. 129, though the illumination of the two manuscripts differs consider
ably in details. The illustrations on foil. 9, 13, 15, 19, 21, and 29 are almost identical
with those in the other manuscript.
[E. B. and M. M.]

MASNAVl OF RUMI
DATED 855 (1451)

A manuscript of the Masnavl of falM al-Dln Rumt. (See no. 124.)
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. The six books with their respective prose
prefaces begin on foil. \b, 48^^, 88^, 139^, i82<^, and 212b.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 27-9 x 19.9 cm.; the written surface, within blue and gold

rulings, measures 2i-i x 13.7cm.; 25 lines in 4 columns; 284 folios.
BINDING. There is an 18th-century Persian-leather green binding, stamped with a
central turanj diVid two ‘satellites’, on a light-brown ground; red leather inside cover.
JVRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a good Nastdllq, with headings in red;

the letter J is usually with three dots and 3 mostly with none. Traces of Turkish can
be detected in such misspellings as
for
. The paper is thin, firm, and polished;
it is probably resized European paper.
The colophon bears the date of Friday the [four] and
twentieth of Muharram, 855 a.h. (26 Feb. a.d. 1451). Copyist, 'All ibn Iskandar
al-Quhistanl.
DATE AND SCRIBE.

ILLUMINATION. The first prose preface is written on two confronting pages both

of which are decorated with a beautiful border illumination in the Timurid style, painted
in gold and colours on a blue ground with white Cufic lettering. On fol. 2b and the
opening pages of the other five books, are finely illuminated ^tmvan^ in the same style
but differing greatly in their details.
EX LIBRIS, The manuscript was written for and by the order of Amir Hajl Mahmud

ibn Amir Asad Allah in the town of Andagan(?).
[E. B. and M. M.]
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132
HILYAT I HULAL
•

•

DATED

856 (1452)

A 7nanuscript, apparently a holograph, of yamt s Hilyat i Hulal, or
‘ Embroideries of Robes'
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This treatise, in Persian prose with occasional

verse, is the most comprehensive of the three works on the subject of enigmas and
their solution by the renowned Sufi and poet Nur al-Dln 'Abd al-Rahman Jam! (817-98
(1414-92)).^ Copies of the three works together are rare; one forms part of the manu
script of Jaml’s Kulliyydt preserved in the Biblioth^que Nationale."
The unquestioned acceptance of this manuscript as a holograph must have contributed
to the esteem in which it was held. The Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan, as appears
from a note on fol. i, acquired it, on the day of his accession, for his library, by purchase
or as a present (it is not stated which). He says ‘... On the twenty-fifth day of
Bahman-mah i llahl, corresponding to the eighth day of Jumada II (1037 (1628)), the
day of my blessed accession, this esteemed manuscript, indubitably by the hand of his
reverence Mulla Jami (may God have mercy upon him), was included in the library
of this suppliant at the threshold of God . . . ^ Mu tamad ad-Daulah Farhad Mlrza,
son of 'Abbas Mlrza, son and Prince Regent of Path All Shah, in whose library this
manuscript was also included in a.h. 1291, has, in his well-known handwriting, written
in Persian upon the fly-leaf two notes, one of which reads: ‘The Hilyat al-Hulal, in the
hand of Mulla Jam! himself, in the year 856. ^ And Farhad Mirza’s son, 'Abd al-'All
Mlrza Ihtisham al-Daulah, who inherited the manuscript, has later on added a note,
under Shah Jahan s inscription, vouching for its authenticity and for the truth of the
statement that he acquired the book on the day of his accession.
In this same library there is a manuscript of Jaml’s Commentary" on the Poem of
Wine by Ibn al-Fariz, with a presentation note in two pages, appended as fly-leaves
to the beginning of the book, purporting to be in the author s own hand ; there are also
marginal corrections in the text in a similar hand. While the difference in style
between these two possible autographs of the same man can be ascribed to the interval
of time (twenty years) that separated one from the other, it is worth remark that an
India Office MS. of this same Hilyah (No. 137^
Eth6s Catalogue) is also described
as being ‘by the author’s own hand, with numerous marginal additions, and dated
A.H. 856 V

.

^

.

The title of the work, which appears in an illuminated medallion on tol. i, runs as
follows: ‘The great Treatise on Enigmas by His Reverence the Pole of Poles, the
^ See Rieu, p. 17. Eth6, Ind. Off. Cat, no. 1378.
^ Man. s4l pis., foil. 555^ 568*. 574* (Blochet,
Catalogue, tom. iii, p. 272).
3 Similar inscriptions occur in numbers of other
Persian manuscripts from the library of the Great
Mughals of Hindustan; cf. Blochet, Notices et extraits,
tom. 41, pp. 156, 157, 214.

^ Composed in a.h. 875
= The handwntmg of the Ind.a Office MS. d.ffers
considerably from that of the present and it is, of
course, possible that both were copied from the
original with its colophon. A manuscript of the works
of Jam! in Leningrad (see Rosen’s Catal., p. 215) has
been also regarded as in the author’s hand.
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Possessor of the seat of divine knowledge, Nur al-Millat wad-Dln, our master, 'Abd
al-Rahman JamT, in his noble handwriting.’ This inscription was clearly written by
the illuminator, probably after Jaml’s death, when the folios of the text were remargined
and repaired and the decorations were added.
The date of composition, a.h. 856, shows that JamT wrote the book when he was about
forty years old, and before he had composed most of his mystical works.
The book, as noted in the preface, is based upon, and is probably abstracted from,
the Hulal i Mutarraz and the Selection from the Hulal, both by Sharaf al-Dln 'All
Yazdl, who died a.h. 858 (two years after Jaml’s work was composed).^
Copies of the works of All i Yazdl and Jam! on Enigmas are plentiful in various
eastern and western libraries.^
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 23-5 x 16 cm.; the written surface measures 13-1 x 7.6 cm.;

17 lines; 45 folios.
IVRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a slanting, firm, inelegant ^^m\-Naskh,
inclining to Nastaliq; it is surrounded by gold and blue borders on paper set within

wide margins covered with stencilled floral designs in gold and red. The colophon
runs; ‘ Here ends the writing and making of this fair copy by the hand of one who
quenches his thirst at the cup of bitterness, Abd al-Rahman ibn Ahmad al-Jaml, may
Allah help him to resolve the enigmas contained in his sacred names and to discover the
mysteries concealed in the words which give expression to his august attributes, in the
year 856 a.h. ’
BINDING. The volume is unbound.

As stated above, the manuscript was presumably and
probably copied by the author himself in a.h. 856 (a.d. 1452).

DATE AND SCRIBE.

ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. In a circular medallion on fol. i the

title of the work and the author’s names are inscribed in white on a gold ground within
a lapis border ornamented with red and gold fleurons; on fol. 2b is a small hnvan of
similar style.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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KULLIYYAT OF SA'Di
DATED 856 (1452)

PLATES

The complete works of Sadi. (See nos. log, 113.)
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. The text of this manuscript runs straight
through the body of the pages and continues in the margins. The title "Divan of the
^ See Rieu, p. 173. JamI, in his preface, prays for
a long life for 'All i Yazdl.
^ See Aumer, Pet's. Hds. . . . Muncheti, nos. 134
and 135; Ethe, Bodl. Catal., nos. 894 (32), 895 (28),

896 (13), and 1345; Ind. Off. Cat., nos. 1378 and 1379;
HajI Khallfah, iii. 108, v. 638; Pertsch, Bert. Cat, nos.
3^ (^)
65 (i)j Rieu, Sup. Pet's. Cat., no. I93>
other references given in these works.
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Gnostic Shaikh, Musharraf al-Dln, Muslih al-Sa dT al-ShlrazT, upon whom may be God’s
mercy’, appears in four panels at the top and bottom of foil. 2b and 3^?.
The works are in the following order:
(i) Preface by 'All ibn Ahmad ibn Abl Bakr [ibn] Blsutun (fob 2b'),
(ii) List of the five Risalahs (4), followed by the Risalahs themselves, viz: (a) the
prose preface, by Sa'di (4); (b^ the five Majlis (7,9,
13, 15); if) the Sual t
Sahib i Divan (19); {d) the Mql u Dshq, on reason and love (20); {e) the Nasihat i
Mttluk (advice to kings) (2\b\
(iii) The anecdotes of Sa'di’s interview with Abaqa Khan and the incident of Malik
Shams al-Din Tazigul (27).
(iv) The Gulistan (28b).
(v) The Sddl-namah or Biistan i^^b'),
(vi) The Arabic qasidahs (i67<5).
(vii) The Persian qasidahs (i74<^).
(viii) The elegies (iggb).
(ix) The Mulanimdat (203<^).
(x) The Tarji'-band, the latter stanzas of which are written obliquely across the pages
(20^b).
(xi) T]\q.ghazals, viz.: Tayyibat{2\'^l))\ Badayi (294^)) Khavatim (333)5 nnd the early
odes (347); all alphabetically arranged.
(xii) The Sahibiyyah proper, i.e., the short poems separated from the prose work
Nasihat al-Muluk (353^)(xiii) The Miiqattdat (371^).
(xiv) The licentious pieces (375^)(xv) Three satirical sermons followed by comic anecdotes (384).
(xvi) The Quatrains (389^).
(xvii) The Fardiyyat or detached verses (394).
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 22 x 13 cm.; the written surface measures 14-7 x 9.2 cm.;
2 columns of 19 lines and i oblique marginal column; 396 folios.
IVRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a Nastallq of an early type with an
occasional use of the point on a j after a vowel and of y for y and j^for
The paper
is of an ivory tone, thin and polished.
BINDING. The outside of the cover is of brown leather with a flap and with centre,
corners, and border of a darker-brown leather, sunk, gilt, and blind-tooled; the inside
is of reddish leather with centre and corners of tracery over colours.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was written by 'All ibn Ismail ibn Yahya
al-Husainl, who has dated his work 4 Rabf II, a.h. 856 (24 Apr. 1452).
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. The manuscript is beautifully
illuminated. On foil. 1^2 is an elaborate double-page frontispmce m
^
white in a style which seems to be characteristic of the ateliers of weste
before the early Timurid period, with minute floral forms. (See no. 117 ante:) On foil.
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2^-3 is another double-page frontispiece consisting of two sarlauhs with similarly illum
inated horizontal panels above and below, executed in a somewhat different style, and
embodying the text written upon cloud forms on a gold-hatched ground. There are
twenty-five small ^unvan%\ the titles are in gold and there are floral corner-pieces and
motifs in gold and colour throughout.
On the index page the titles of the different works are arranged in a circle round the
central shanisah\ there are multiple marginal ansae.
(See Ettinghausen in Survey of Persian Art, pp. 1967-8 and Plates 941, 943.)
[E. B. and M. M.]
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TRACTS BY HUSAM IBN MUHAMMAD RASHID
DATED

864 (1459)

Four literary tracts, by Husain ibn Muhammad Rashid Sarrdf Khvdrazmi
SUBfECT AND ARRANGEMENT. A collection of four literary tracts in Persian

prose, interspersed with verses and poetical quotations, verses from the Koran, and
other Arabic quotations all written by the same author, Husam ibn Muhammad Rashid
Sarraf Khvarazmi.
The authors name occurs on fol. 49^. He must have lived some time in the 8th-9th
century a.h. (i4th-i5th century a.d.), for amongst poetical quotations there are some
from Sa'di (d. 694 (1294)), three times by name (foil. 34<^, 35, and 35^^). The present
manuscript was copied for Abul Path Pir-Budaq Bahadur Khan (son of Jahan-shah,
son of Qarah Yusuf, of the Turkman Dynasty of Qarah Quyunlu).^ The author wrote the
fourth tract in the name of a grandee of Shushtar, in Khuzistan, named Mir Mubarak-shah.
Fol. \b, an allegorical tract without title, comprising the narrative of an imaginary
conversation between a saint and a harp (with its parts, i.e., the silk strings, the wooden
body, the deerskin of the sound-box, and the tassel from the horse’s tail adorning the
foot of the harp), on the cause of the plaintive tone of the harp.
Fol. ii^. Nuzhat al-Ashiqin. On Love. This is divided into four short chapters dealing
with: {a) the nature and varying aspects of love ; {b) the qualities of the lover; {c) the
qualities of the beloved; and {d) the pre-eminence of love. A complicated argument is
interspersed with short tales and anecdotes after the manner of the Gulistan.
Fol. 36^. A short tract, without title, also in the form of an allegory, by the same author.
A contest takes place between the Rose and the Vine on their respective merits and
preferences. This essay and the next belong to the classical type known as Mundzarah.
Fol. /\fb. A tract, in similar style to, and apparently by the same author as, the above,
contrasting the games of dice and chess, in a dialogue between the two, in a flower
garden at Khuzistan. It ends in the two opponents agreeing to have their differences
settled by the arbitration of a man who was expert in both games, namely, Mir
Mubarak-shah of Shushtar (see ante).
^ Zambaur, p. 257.
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MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 22-1 x 13.6 cm.; the written surface measures 14-6 x 7 cm.;
14 lines; 51 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a very elegant Nastaliq enclosed within

gold lines.
BINDING. The binding is Turkish, of the late i8th century. The outside of the cover

is of brown leather with a flap and a floral central design and borders in two shades of
gold; the inside is of pink paper.
DA TE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was copied by Shaikh Mahmud, at Shiraz,
‘the City of Delight’ {Ddr al-aish), and is dated 864 (1459).
ILLUMINATION, (i) Fol. i: A medallion, in gold with a blue and gold border,

containing, in elegant white script, the words: ‘ For the library of the eminent Sultan,
the most just and generous Khaqan, the shadow of Allah over the continents, ruler on
water and on land, Abu’l-Fath Pir-Budaq Bahadur Khan, may Allah make his reign
everlasting.’ (2) Foil. \b, iib, ^6b, and 46^^. ^Unvdns in lapis and gold with a few touches
of red, green, black, and white. These 'unvdns are bright in colour and admirable
in style.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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MASNAVl OF RUMI
• •

DATED 866

(1461-2)

A manuscript of the Masnavl of fatal al-Dln Rilml
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This manuscript comprises all six books of

the poem, each preceded by its prose preface.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 26-5 x 17.7cm.; thewritten surface measures 17.3 x 10.5cm.;

4 columns of 25 lines; 292 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a particularly graceful Naskh. The text

is written within gold rules. The paper is of a light tan shade, rather mottled, polished,
and thin, entirely relaid within modern margins.
BINDING. The modern outside cover is of brown leather with a new hinge and flap

and with a blind-tooled floral border and a central panel of script signed by Pir Timur
Qull Qarl as owner, and dated 1309 (1892).
Ni'mat Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Ivaz al-Nishapurl
al-Sharif made this copy in 1461-2, the first book being dated 16 Muharram 866
(21 Oct. 1461), the second 27 Safar (2 Dec. 1461), the third 15 Rabf I (18 Dec. 1461), the
fifth 22 Rabr H (24 Jan. 1462), the sixth Friday, 4 Jumada I (5 Feb. 1462).

DATE AND SCRIBE.

K
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ILLUSTRATIONS AND ILLUMINATION. On foil. \b-2 is a double-page frontis
piece, of unusual style (the design being considerably less close than is customary), with
gold fieurons and decorative foliage, on a blue ground, embodying the beginning of the
introduction to the first book within a centre in the shape of a long pear-shaped shield.
The prefaces to the other books are contained within similarly shaped or trapeziform
shields without decoration. On fol. 2b is the ^unvan to the first book, in blue, gold, and
black, with decorative foliage and pink flowers. On fol. ^^b is the ^unvdn to the second
book in a somewhat different style. On fol. 89^5 is the ^unvdn to the third book, some
what similar to that on fol. 2b. On fol. 143^ is the ^unvan to the fourth book; this,
which is unusual in style and colour—especially the rich chestnut ground—is composed
of three pointed arches or cusps with semi-arches at the two ends, decorated with
red flowers on blue and chestnut ground and with foliate borders to the arches. On
fol. 187^^ is the ^unvdn to the fifth book in blue, black, and gold. On fol. 238^^ is the
^unvdn to the sixth book, in similar style to that of the fourth book but with smaller
cusps and with a blue and black ground with coloured flowers.
The sub-titles are in red and gold throughout.
The illumination may be later than the text.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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MASNAVl OF RUMI
DATED

867 (1463)

The same work as no. 135 &c.
SUByECT AND ARRANGEMENT.

This manuscript comprises all six books,

each preceded by its prose preface.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 38 x 26-5 cm.; the written surface measures 30-4 x 21-8 cm.;
4 columns of 19 lines; 388 folios.
IVRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a large and clear Naskh enclosed within
borders of blue and gold. The paper is of a deep cream tone, polished and thin,
stained in places.
BINDING. The outside of the cover is of thinly lacquered rough black leather with
a central panel containing a centre and corner designs and with two foliage scroll
borders separated by wide borders, all in gold; the inside of the cover is of plain red
leather with ruled borders.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The colophon states that the copy was completed on

27 Ramazan 867 (15 June 1463). The scribes name is not given. Foil. 2-5 are later
substitutes for lost leaves of the original.
ILLUMINATION. On fol. i is a large circular medallion with a gold ground upon
which is inscribed in a very elegant white Muhaqqaq a long ex-libris: the medallion is
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surrounded by a border in blue. On foil, id, 6od, 11 sd, 116, iSjd, 246d, and ^i4d are the
"unvans to the six books, in gold and two shades of blue, with decorative foliage, and
with the titles of the books in gold and white script. The chapter headings are written
in coloured ink on grounds of cross-hatching within rectangles. These decorations,
though not particularly delicate in execution, are handsome and effective.
SEAL AND INSCRIPTION. According to the ex-lidris within the medallion on
the first page, this manuscript was copied for the library of one Kamal al-Daulah
wad-Dm Mahmud, Syndic of the Merchants. An ^arz-dtdah dated 876 (1471) is written
in the margin of fol. i.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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KHAMSAH OF NIZAMI
868 (1463) (?)
A manuscript of the Khamsah or Five Poems of Nizami
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. For Nizami see ante, no. 124. The manuscript
starts on fol. i with the Makhzan al-Asrar, the opening verses of which are missing, the
first folio having disappeared. On fol. 24^^ Khusrau u Shlrm\ on fol. 88^ Laila u
Majnun\ on fol. I35<^ HaftPaikar or ‘Seven Effigies'; on fol. 186^ Sharafnamah or first
book of the Iskandar-namah (the second book, Iqdal-namah, is not included).
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 32.4x217 cm.; the written surface measures 21-2 x
13.6cm.; 4 columns of 25 lines; 256 folios; defective at the beginning.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a clear Nastdllq enclosed within gold lines.
The paper is polished and firm in texture.
BINDING. The cover is of modern salmon-coloured leather.
DATE AND SCRIBE. Neither the date nor the name of the scribe is given but
according to Dr Schulz, to whom the manuscript formerly belonged,' the text was
signed by Darvlsh Abd Allah of Isfahan in 868 (1463).^ The colophon may have belonged
to the other work {Khamsah of Amir Khusrau) with which this was formerly bound up.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. The illumination, at once dipified
and elegant, is interesting as exemplifying work of the middle Timurid period. It
comprises the following: fol. 24^, the Imvan to Khusrau u Shinn, consisting chiefly of
a lapis OTound embellished with foliage scrolls and small fleurons; foil. 88^ and 135^, the
‘unvans to Laila u Majnun, and to the Haft Paikar, consisting of foliage scrolls with red
and s-reen embellishments and black fleurons on lapis and gold grounds respechvely,
in a similar style to the above; fol. i86^', the 'unvan to the Sharafnamah, consisting ot
a lapis ground ornamented with red foliage and other forms. The use of black is very
prominent.
^ It was afterwards in the Goloubev collection.
^See Schulz, p. 87, and plates 38-46; Binyon,

Wilkinson, and Gray, pp. f> and 93, and pi. lx; and
Kuhnel, in
p. 1856.

KHAMSAH OF NIZAMI
The miniatures are nineteen in number. Formerly, according to Dr. Schulz, there
were thirty-six. The earlier frontispiece, reproduced by him (Taf. 36 and 37), was
probably inserted.
The existing miniatures are interesting. They are probably the work of several
hands, though the consistently fine colouring gives them unity. The delineation of land
scapes and figures is rather simple and archaic for the most part, but some of the figures
show distinct individuality, even mannerisms, in the drawing. In some instances the
faces are noticeably long and large.^ Especially remarkable, in several miniatures, is the
treatment of foliage, figures being surrounded with complete frameworks of leaves.
Clumps of plants, drawn large, adorn some of the high hill backgrounds. The skies are
usually golden.
The lost colophon, mentioned above, cannot prove an Isfahan^ source for the minia
tures, and Kuhnel {Survey of Persian Art, p. 1856) suggests a Herat origin for some at
least of them, for instance no. 6, and considers the harmonious adjustment of text and
illustrations characteristic of Khurasan.^ The miniatures extend freely into the margins,
and even between the columns of the text.
The subjects are as follows:
(1) Fol. 3. The ascent of the Prophet to Heaven. He is veiled and haloed, mounted
on Buraq, and surrounded by attendant angels. The figures are set in golden clouds
against a blue night sky.
(2) Fol. 10. The Sasanian King Khusrau Nushrrvan and his VazTr on horseback,
with their suite, before a ruined domed edifice upon the walls of which two owls are
perched, a sight that causes the king and his minister to utter forebodings for the
future. Two ladies are standing near. Gold sky.
(3) Fol. 11b. An old woman, meeting the Sultan Sinjar in a flowering garden,
complains that she is the victim of an injustice. In the garden is an ornate pavilion
wherein are three ladies in diadems, with coiffures characteristic of the Timurid period.
The background is formed of a bank of foliage, with circular clumps of lighter foliage
and flowers. Gold Sky.
(4) Fol. 31. The Sasanian King Hurmuzd, crowned, enthroned, and wearing a green
ermine-lined robe. The pose and costume are both unusual. His son Khusrau ParvTz,
nude from the waist upwards, kneels before him, tendering his sword, while the elders
beg the king to have mercy upon him.
(5) Fol. 36^. Khusrau ParvTz, riding on horseback through a rocky landscape, espies
Shirln bathing in a pool surrounded by flowering trees; on the bank are her boots,
head-dress, and cloak. Gold sky.
(6) Fol. 57^. Farhad the sculptor transporting Shlrln on horseback on his back across
the rocks of Mount Bisutun. Deer are depicted among the tree-crowned crags, on one
of which are carved three figures, traditional representations of the Taq i Bustan
sculptures. Gold sky.
(7) Fol. 66. Khusrau Parviz arrives on horseback at the foot of Shinn’s castle,
68

^ Compare those in Schulz, pi. 56B.
^ Isfahan, like much of Persia, including Herat, was
at this time under the dominion of the Black Sheep
Turkman Jahan Shah.
^ The treatment of trees and foliage can be paral-

leled in a group of manuscripts included in Kiihnel’s
list of archaistic Herat manuscripts of the period, e.g.
the British Museum Shdh-ndmah (Add. 18,188), and
in the Uppsala
u Jaldl.
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whither she has fled to escape him. Shlrln, with her court ladies around her, looks
down on him from the castle summit. Gold sky.
(8) Fol. 81. A murderer, appointed by Shiruyah, is leaving the chamber where
Khusrau and ShlrTn are reposing, after having mortally wounded ParvTz who had just
awakened.
(9) Fol. 100. The pilgrimage of Majnun to the Kabah at Mecca, where his father
has brought him in the hope of curing his love-frenzy for Laila. The artist has
symbolically represented the ardour of Majnun's love by golden flames. The miniature
is slightly damaged.
(10) Fol. 106^. Majnun watching the battle between the Arabs of his own clan
and those of Laila's. The two fighting horsemen in the foreground are completely
surrounded by clumps of leafy plants.
(11) Fol. logd. Majnun is led in chains by an old woman into the encampment of
Laila's clan; Laila is seen emerging from her tent. Gold sky. The miniature is
damaged.
(12) Fol. 115. Majnun, in a rocky landscape with flowers and tall trees, among the
animals. The ground is painted in gold.
(13) Fol. 131^. The visit of Majnun to Lailas grave; his arms are clasped round her
tomb. Laila s friends look down on him from a high building on the right, and deer are
seen at the entrance of an open doorway on the left. Some of the mourning ladies have
their eyebrows coloured blue. Gold sky.
(14) Fol. 148. Bahram Gur snatching the Iranian crown from between two lions
while the crowd, controlled by guards, is watching the scene. Gold sky.
(15) Fol. 150. Bahram Gur hunting onagers on horseback while his favourite
Chinese maiden, who is also mounted, plays the harp. Gold sky.
(16) Fol. iggd. In view of his army, drawn up in battle array, Iskandar fells Zarajah
with a blow of his mace; both horsemen and horses are sheathed in iron.
(17) Fol. 212. Iskandar supporting Dara, who has been mortally wounded.
(18) Fol. 218. Iskandar, surrounded by his court dignitaries, seats himself on the
throne of the Iranian kings at Istakhr. Gold sky.
(19) Fol. 237. Iskandar, enthroned in the midst of his court, receives the Khaqan of
China disguised as his own ambassador.
The margins of foil. 150^? i55> ^^d 155^ have inferior landscape details added by a
later hand.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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KULLIYYAT OF KATIBl, AND ZAD
AL-MUSAFIRiN OF AMiR HUSAINl
868 (1464)
T/ie complete works of Katibi^ and the Zad al-mMsafirin, a mystical masnavl poem
by Amir Husaini
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. Shams al-Din Muhammad ibn Abd Allah
i Nishapurl KatibI, one of the most celebrated poets of his time, died m 838 or 839
DATED
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(1434-5).^ Katibfs text occupies the margin as well as the body of the pages; in the
body are: (fol. id) first the Divan, comprising the qasldahs, the first of which are in
praise of Allah and the Prophet and include one entitled Salavdt-ndmah, and a tarkibband, while others sing the praises of 'All and of Katibl’s spiritual master Sain al-Dln;
these are followed by pieces dedicated to the Timurid princes Shah-Rukh, Batsunghur
Mlrza, Sultan Ibrahim, and Sultan Khalil; then come {io^b)i\i^ghazals in alphabetical
order of rhyming and the muqattadt (226). There are two chronograms in the latter
section, one recording the death of Shah Manuchihr, in 825, and the other that of Mir
'Adil Shah, in 837. In the margins are: (i^)The Gulshan i Abrdr or ‘Flower-garden
of Pious Men', or, as entitled in the 'unvan, Gtilshan i Asrar, the ‘Flower-garden of
Mysteries’, a lyric poem on mystical discipline composed in emulation of Nizami’s
Makhza^t al-Asrar\ (36^) the Majmd al-Bahrain, the ‘Confluent of the two Seas’, or
‘Compriser of two Metres’, an allegorical masnavl poem, every line of which can be
scanned, by a device in recitation, in the two different metres of San and Ramal, and
every hemistich of which possesses two rhyme-words corresponding to the two rhymewords of the second hemistich of the same line. The poem embodies the romance of
Nazir and Manzur; (72^) Kitab iDah Bab, a masnavlembodying moral and esoteric
precepts and written for Katibl’s son Inayat; (ii3<^) Sl-namah, a masnavl poem on
mystical love in the form of thirty love-letters between Muhibb, the lover, and Mahbub,
the beloved, for which reason the poem is also known as the Muhibb u Mahbub', (163)
Kitab i Dil-rubdl, a mystical masnavl poem written shortly after 829 (1426)^ in the form
of an allegory round the story of Qubad, King of Yaman, and his Vazir; (181) the Zad
al-mtisdfirln or ‘Travellers’ Viaticum’, a mystical masnavl poem by Amir HusainI or
Mir HusainI (d. 718 (1318))=^ wherein the rules and obligations of the religious life are
exposed and elucidated by means of anecdotes; on fol. 225^^ this author’s name is given
by the scribe as Sayyid HusainI (226) the quatrains of Katibl.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 207 x 11.3 cm.; the written surface measures i6*o x 8-ocm.;

2 columns of 11 lines and oblique marginal script; 233 folios.
JVRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a fine Nastdllq written within gold borders

on thin, polished, gold-sprinkled paper.
BINDING. The outside of the cover, which is late, is of black leather with a flap and

with a central panel of tan leather ornamented with a border and centre design in gold
on a black ground; the inside is of red leather with a central medallion and gold
lining.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was completed at Herat on Saturday, 9 Zu’l-

Qa'dah, 868 (14 July 1464) by Sultan 'All.®
^ Rieu, pp. 637-8. But a chronogram, apparently
copied from the poet’s tombstone appears, in a hand
later than that of the text, at the end of the present
manuscript; this gives the year 838.
2 Rieu, op. cit.
® Ibid., p. 608.
^ Mir Husainl’s Zad al-musdfirm occurs, similarly
interpolated with other poems, in a manuscript of the

complete works of Qasim al-Anvar(Blochet, Catalogue,
tom. iii, p. 251).
® The copyist of the British Museum MS. of
Katibl’s works (Add. MS. 7768), copied eleven years
earlier, was also Sultan 'All. There were, however,
several scribes of this name apart from the celebrated
Sultan ‘AH al-Mashhadl.
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ILLUMINATION. On foil. \b-2 is a double-page frontispiece of the finest quality,
in blue and gold, minutely worked, embellished with coloured flowers. On foil. 107^
and 226 are illuminated headings in blue and black with coloured flowers; there are
smaller marginal ones on foil, jib and 181, as well as on fol. 226. There are gold titles
and floral ornament in the spaces left by the diagonal script in gold and colour
throughout.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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SA'ADAT-NAMAH
DATED 869 (1465)

PLATES

A 7namiscript of the Sa adat-namah, or Book of Felicity, a masnavt poem of doubtful
authorship
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This treatise on ethics and the elements of
mysticism, the title of which appears only in the concluding chapter, on fol. ii^, is a
masnavi poem of about 300 couplets (actually 293 in this manuscript), in twenty
diminutive chapters, each consisting of a sentence or two on the principles of happiness,
namely, consent to God’s will, charitable deeds, forbearance, living in the company of the
wise, and withdrawal from the world. The author, whose poetical name appears to have
been Sharif (fol. 12, col. 2, 1. 2), evidently entertained a high opinion of this poem,
wherein he claims to bestow on the reader the key to the treasure of happiness (fol. 12).
The work has been published several times ^ as the work of Nasir i Khusrau.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 31-2 x 18 cm.; the illuminated surface, including rules,
measures 2i*i x lo-ocm.; each written surface measures about 8*7 ><2*6cm., generally
10 lines; 12 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is an elegant Nastdliq. Each page is made
up of 3 small pages of polished, gold-sprinkled cream paper, set diagonally, one above
the other, within an illuminated panel, set in its turn within wide margins of thick, goldsprinkled cream paper; worn and repaired in places.
BINDING. The outside of the Turkish cover is of gold-sprinkled pinkish buff paper
boards with a flap, and is edged with black leather and ornamented with a gilt cord
border and with a sunk central medallion with two pendants embodying a design of
foliage forms and stylized Chinese clouds in brown on a gold ground; the inside is of
gold-sprinkled cream paper.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The colophon, signed by one Abd al-Rahlm ibn Abd alRahman al-KhvarizmI, bears the date of 23 Sha'ban 869 (20 Apr. 1465) and the statement
that this copy was written at Baghdad. The correctness of this date is borne out by the
character of the Nastdliq in which the entire manuscript is penned. The decoration and
X eg by E .Fagnan in J.A. (1879), by Kaviyanl
Press in Berlin (1h. 134X) together with Nasir’s

Safar-namah and by M. Minovi (A.H.S. 1304-7)
together with Na^.r s
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whole style of the work, on the other hand, indicate that the illumination was added to
the original manuscript considerably—perhaps a century—later, when it was probably
reset in its present form.
ILL UMINA TION. The illumination, rich in gold and blue, is admirably executed and

exemplifies late 16th-century style at its most successful point. On fol. i is a rosette
in blue and gold with black fleurons and foliage forms bearing white and red flowers.
On fol.
is a blue and gold sarlauh of exactly similar style.
This manuscript, with its unusual format, is essentially decorative in make-up, each
of the three inset pages on each page having decorated borders in gold and black or
gold and blue, and the enclosing panels being sumptuously illuminated in gold and blue,
and with foliage forms bearing coloured flowers. The corners to the panels resemble
each other in style but differ in design and sometimes contain stylized Chinese cloud
forms.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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DiVAN OF QASIM I ANVAR
DATED 869 (1465)
The collected poems of Qasim i Anvar, together with two prose treatises by the same
SUBfECr AND ARRANGEMENT. Mffln al-Dln ‘All Qasim i Anvar, called

Qasim and Qasiml, was born at Sarab near Tabriz in 757 (1356) and died at Kharjird
near Jam in 837 (1433-4): for some years he enjoyed the patronage of Shah Rukh at
Herat but afterwards removed to Samarkand.
The Divan here opens in the usual manner (cf. Eth6, Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts
in the Library of the India Office, i, col. 736 (no. 1285)); the poems are arranged
alphabetically. The second section of mixed poems opens on fol. 200<5. The Divan ends
on fol. 215^2:. Thereafter the following are added:
Fol. 215^. The mystical mamavl poem Ants al-drifln, with the prose preface, by the
same Qasim i Anvar, who gives his full name (fol. 2\^h) as 'Air ibn Naslr ibn Harun ibn
al-Qasim al-Husainl al-TabrlzI al-mashhur bil-Qasiml. For this work see Eth6, op. cit.,
i, col. 1567 (no. 2888^ no. 2889^).
Fol. 237. A small selection of poems by the same, introduced by a short prose preface
in the form of a letter to a friend.
Fol. 241^. A mystical treatise in prose and verse on divine love, presumably by the
same Qasim i Anvar, untitled, and beginning:
The treatise runs into a commentary on the famous quatrain of Abu Said ibn Abl T
Khair (fol. 249):
^3

3
^3 EJiSL* J)U^
(3^
For another commentary on this quatrain see Eth6, op. cit., i, col. 1602 (no. 1919^.
y

^

r
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Fol. 2^‘^b. A brief mystical treatise in prose, anonymous and untitled but presumably
by the same Qasim i Anvar, beginning:
«A^

L

This tract ends on fol. 257^^ with a dated colophon. Thereafter follows a masnavl poem
(foil. 258-64) which lacks some leaves at the beginning.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. The written surface measures i2-i x 67 cm.; 15 lines in 2
columns enclosed within gold and black rules. The margins have been trimmed. There
are 264 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is in fine, small, Persian Nastdliq. Catch
words are supplied. The titles are in Suls. The paper is of good quality and glazed:
there are some water-stains.
BINDING. The binding is in dark brown leather, with stamped medallions: the spine
is a later supply. Inside covers, small lace-work medallion ornament, brown raised, on
blue ground.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript is dated (fol. 2Mb) Jumada I 869 (Feb. 1465).
It is unsigned.
ILLUMINATION. There are fine illuminated ^unvans on foil. \b, 2\^b, 241^^, and 253<5.
The first, especially, is of marked elegance.
[A. J. A.]
141
KHAMSAH OF NIZAMI
MID-I5TH CENTURY

PLATES

A manuscript of Nizamis Khamsah, or Eive Poems
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This copy of the Five Poems by Nizami (see
ante, no. 124) is arranged as follows: (i) fol. i, Makhzan al-Asrar\ (2) fol. 34, Khusrau u
Shirln; (3) fol. 11 i,Laila u Majnun; (4) fol. 174, Haft Paikar', (5) fol. 244, Shcirafnamah, the
first part of the Iskandar-namah; the second part, the Iqbalnamah, begins on fol. 336.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 21.5 x 14 cm.; the written surface measures 14-2 x 87cm.;
4 columns of 19 lines; 386 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a
in cloud forms on a gold ground
within borders of gold and coloured lines. The paper is polished and thin, reset through
out within new margins,
BINDING. The modern European binding is of brown leather, with a flap, the front
and back covers have modern Bukhara brown leather insertions, ornamented with blindtooled central panels and borders of foliage design. Both panels and borders contain
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raised script in Nastdliq and Naskh. These are Arabic and Persian verses, addressed
to a king-, with the statement that the work 'was completed in the noble city of Bukhara
in the year 1276 (1859-60), by Mulla Sharif i Kashgharl’.
DATE AND SCRIBE, The manuscript has no date nor scribe's name, but it was

probably written about 1460-70, perhaps earlier. A western-Iran origin has been
suggested on no very definite grounds.
The elaborate and sumptuous
illumination, minutely executed, is of great beauty. A fine double-page frontispiece on
foil. 1^-2, embodying the initial verses of the Makhzan al-Asrar, consists of blue and
gold rectangles, enclosing a variety of figures, within broad borders, the whole being
ornamented with red and black fleurons; on fob 34 is the ^unvan to the romance of
Khusrau and Shlrln, in blue and gold with a little decorative foliage and some black
and red fleurons ; on fol. iiid is the ^unvan to the romance of Laila and Majnun, in a
similar style to the preceding with a little more red ; on fol. 174 is the ^unvan to the Haft
Paikar, in a similar style to the preceding with rather more red; on fol. 244 is the
hnvan to the first partof the Iskandar-namah, in a similar style to the last but with less
red ; on fol. 336 is the ^unvan to the second part of the Iskandar-namah, in a similar
style and with red foliage design on a gold ground. The subsidiary titles are in gold
within rectangles, with gold scroll decoration, and there are a few corner-pieces in gold
and colour.
The miniatures, rather simply designed, are notable for the curiously careful and
expressive drawing of the eyes, suggesting some Western influence, and showing no
resemblance to the usual summary treatment of the features in Persian painting. The
drawing of horses shows some departure from the usual conventions. Women sometimes
wear the plumed ‘cockscomb' head-dress.
The colouring is rather strong. Gold is used in the skies. The hill backgrounds are
painted in a variety of colours.
The individual pictures are as follows:
(1) Fol. I. The left half of a picture designed as a frontispiece to the Khamsah—the
right half is missing—showing a soldier striking with a lance one of a body of men,
standing along the wall outside a domed palace, while gold dishes of food, cooked in an
Open-air kitchen beside a little stream, are being served and sent inside the palace. Two
ladies watch from an upper window.
(2) Fol. /\b. The Prophet Muhammad, veiled, riding in a blue sky, with gold clouds,
on Buraq, with angels in attendance.
(3) Fol.
An old woman in white begging justice of Sultan Sinjar; the sultan is
mounted and a servant is holding a parasol over his head; in the gold sky is a Chinese
cloud form.
(4) Fol. $ob. Khusrau ParvTz, passing on horseback, espies Shlrln bathing in a
stream; close by is her horse, beside a tree upon whose branches she has hung her bow
and quiver; on the grass are her cloak and crown.
(5) Fol. 59<^. Khusrau ParvTz on his throne near a tree in an encampment; at his feet
kneels Shapur, the painter, while sitting opposite him on a cushion is Shlrln, her court
attendants behind her. The background is purple.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS.
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(6) Fol. 77<5. The sculptor Farhad carrying Shlrln on her dead horse across the
fastnesses of Mount Bisutun; on the rock is a bas-relief by Farhad of three men and a
horse. The background is yellow.
(7) Fol. ioo<^. Khusrau Parviz and Shlrln reposing in the wedding chamber, the walls
of which are painted with a floral fresco; near the doorway are some seated ladies and
two attendants standing. The painting of the faces is damaged.
(8) Fol. 136^. A battle between the Arabs of Laila’s clan and those of Majnun’s;
Majnun is watching from behind a hill. Here too the faces are damaged.
(9) Fol. i47<^. Majnun, seated in the wilderness at the foot of a tree in the company
of the wild animals.
(10) Fol. i94(^. Bahram Gur hunting onagers on horseback, while his favourite
Chinese maiden, also mounted, plays the harp. The painting is damaged.
(11) Fol. 205. The queen of the fairies is inviting a king to share her throne, while
fairies with multi-coloured wings bring in gold dishes for a feast. This is the story that
the daughter of the King of the First Region told to Bahram in the black-domed
pavilion. The scene is set in the queen’s palace, in a hall with frescoes of winged figures.
(12) Fol. 220. Bahram Gur and the daughter of the King of the Fifth Region in the
blue pavilion. A servant is holding Bahram’s charger at the palace door.
(13) Fol. 264. Iskandar, followed by his army, is engaged in a battle against the
ZangTs, supported by fighting elephants. The background is pink.
(14) Fol.
Iskandar, at the foot of some rocks, supporting the head of Dara
whom two of his own men have mortally wounded. Mauve background.
(15) Fol. 315^^. The Khaqan of Chin receiving Iskandar in the great hall of his
palace, the wall of which is ornamented with a fresco of animals in a meadow, female
dancers, holding kerchiefs, are dancing before them.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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DiVAN OF FATTAHl
872 (1468)
The collected poems of Fattahl
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. Yahya Slbak of Nishapur, best known for
his allegorical romance Husu u dil and his ornate Shobistan t khoyN^ died in 852 (144^)*
In his poems he used three takhallus, viz. FattahT, Asrarl, and Khumarl. The first
section of this volume contains the ghazals bearing the takhallus Fattahl, alphabetically
arranged, followed (fol. 81^) by the muqattdat\ this section is signed and dated ‘Sunday
872’ The second section (fol. 87) contains ghazals bearing the takhallus Asrari and
composed in emulation of various famous poets, with a prose introducdon; followed
(fol. 108^) by a tarji and some lazmtn, and a mamavi. The third section (fol. \2ib\
which runs on, contains the ghazals bearing the takhallu^ Khumarl, alphabetically
arranged, followed (fol. 139^) by some muqattdaL This section is signed and dated.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. The written surface measures 11x6-3 cm. 12 lines in 2
columns within gold, black, and blue rules. The margins have been trimmed. There
DATED

are 142 folios.
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WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a fine small Persian Nastdhq. Catchwords

are supplied. The paper is of fine quality, white and glazed: there are a few water-stains.
BINDING. The binding is in polished brown leather, with line borders and a gilt

stamped frieze.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript is dated Monday, beginning of Rajab 872

(Feb. 1468). The scribe is Yusuf ibn 'Abd al-Latlf. The transcription was made at
Amasiyya.^
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. Fol. \a bears an unusual sarlauh, a

gold circle surrounded by two concentric circles, the inner blue with arabesques issuing
into the outer which is white; the whole contained within a rectangle, gilt with floral
arabesques in blue, green, and pink. Foil. ib-2a open with an exquisite ^unvan in blue,
gold, green, and other colours bearing in fine white Cufic the words
^
with gilt
scrolls. Headings of poems are inscribed in Naskh, alternately blue and gilt, on cloud
forms. A fine ^unvan, almost entirely in gold, with scrolls, on fol.
The illumination
has a Turkish appearance.
There are three illustrations each occupying almost an entire page, and apparently by
a Persian artist. The palette, in which the reds are noticeable, is rather strong. Though
not remarkably accomplished, the miniatures are interesting specimens of the period.
The subjects are:
(1) Fol. 2^b. Two lovers, embracing, in a room, with a female attendant.
(2) Fol. 67^. A prince mounted, with attendants on foot, all bearing nosegays,
approaching a building, from the upper storey of which a lady looks down on them.
The purple landscape is set with flowers. This favourite subject is treated conven
tionally. Gold sky.
(3) Fol. 123. A lion being slain by two men on foot and an archer, who shoots at him
from a tent, from which a lady, who has three female attendants, views the scene. Green
foliage background; gold sky.
[A. J. A.]
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KULLIYYAT OF KHVAJU KIRMANi
DATED

873 (1468)

The complete literary works of Khvajii Kirmanl
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. The text of this copy of the works of Kamal

al-Dln Abul-‘Ata Mahmud ibn 'All ibn Mahmud al-Murshidl al-Kirmanl, known as
Khvaju i Kirmanl (679 circa 750 {\2'^i-circa 1349)),^ runs, on the following plan, through
the body and margin of the pages; in the body of the page: (fol. ib) the qasidahs,
regardless of alphabetical order; they comprise pieces in praise of Muhammad (3^, 4,
et seq.), of 'All ibn Abl Talib (19), and of the Twelve Imams in the form of a tarkib-band
^ In Rum. See Le Strange, transl. of Nuzhat
al-Qulub, in G.M.S., p. 96.
2 See Rieu, p. 620. The date of birth is given by

the poet in the Gw/w
The date of his death
is not precisely known, but we know that he was alive
in 748, as he finished the Sirdjiyyah in that year.
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(lo) and qasldah
as well as religious exhortations (i4<^ et seq.), and other in
praise of the great patron saint of Kazirun, Shaikh Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Shahriyar
al-Kaziruni (i8 and 19) and of Shaikh Amin al-Dln 'All, the master of Khvaju Kirmani
(22^), of the Iranian prince Shaikh Jamal al-Dln Abu Ishaq Inju ibn Mahmud Shah,
adversary of the Muzafifarids (40^), of Shaikh Burhan al-Din Abu Nasr Ahmad (19), of
the great Shaikh Saif al-Din Bakhirzi (?) (2i<^), of Sultan Abul-Mujahid Muhammad
Shah (24), of Sultan Jani Beg, prince of the Golden Horde from 741 to 758 (1340-57)
(2^b\ of Sultan Khalil (27), of the Jala ir prince Shaikh Hasan (28^), of the Muzaffarid
princes Abul-Favaris Shah Shuja (3i<^) and Shah Muzaffar (33^), and of Jalal al-Din
Mas'ud Shah, here called the Sultan of Islam (37 et seq.). The qasidahs are continued
both in the main text area and in the margins (from ^2b) till fol. 62.
Then comes (fol. 62^) the Mafdtlh al-Qulub or ‘ Keys of Hearts’, the full title of which is
This is a collection of selected passages from the poet’s various works divided into
twenty-eight chapters, the details of which appear on foil. 63<5-5;' completed in a.h.
747, it was compiled by the not over-modest author to furnish prose-writers with poetical
tags to grace their volumes; it is preceded by an introduction in Arabic in a style
unusually excellent from the pen of a Persian of this date, and it is dedicated to the
Muzaffarid prince Mubariz al-Dln Abll-Muzaffar Muhammad ibn al-Muzaffar, its final
chapter (i59<^-6o) being devoted to praise of this prince, who ruled over Pars from
713 to 759 (1313-5S).
. . ,
On fol. i(yob is the Kutyiul-fiufyicih^ or ‘Book of Perfection , a fyicisficLvi poem on ethics
and the truths of religion; the preamble includes an invocation to the famous Sufi
Shaikh Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Shahriyar al-Kazirunl (d. 426 (1034)), whom the poet
regarded as his spiritual teacher (although some three centuries had elapsed since his
death). At the end is a dedication to the Iranian prince Amir Shaikh Abu Ishak Inju
(742-54 (1341-53)), and a piece of advice to his own son Mujir al-Dln All. The Kamalnamah was completed in 744 (i343)On fol. 218^ is the first book oi ghazals, in alphabetical order of rhyming, preceded
by two pieces in praise of Allah and Muhammad. On fol. 370^ is the second book of
ghazals, also in alphabetical sequence, preceded by three pieces in praise of Allah and
the Prophet. On fol. 436<5 is the Dialogue of the Candle and the Sword, a treatise in
prose with occasional verse, containing a discussion upon the respective nierits of the
candle and the sword, completed in 748, and dedicated to the Muzaffarid prince
Mubariz al-Dln Muhammad (see ante). On fol. 447^^ is the Dialogue of the Sun
and the Cloud, also in prose and verse, a treatise comparing the merits of sunshine and
cloud. On fol. 460^ is the Sirdjiyyah, a treatise in prose and verse of a similar nature
to the two preceding works and containing a lyrical description of candelabras and their
use, completed in a.h. 748. On fol. 470/^ is the Risdlat al-Lubadiyyah, a treatise m prose
and verse recording a discussion between the felt of
f
theologians, of which neither the British Museum nor the Biblioth^que Nationale
^ In the margins are the following works: (fol. 2b) Rauzat al-Anvar, or ‘Garden of
1 The copy in the Bibliotheque Nationale contains only twenty-two chapters (Blochet, Catalogue, 111. 210).
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Lights', a mystical masnavt
in twenty sections modelled upon Nizami’s Makhzan
al-Asrdr\ it was completed in 743, and dedicated to Shams al-Dln Mahmud ibn Sa’in,
who died in 746 (1345) (fol. 62<^) GaMhar-ndmah, or ‘ Book of the Jewel’, a masnavl poem
eulogizing the Vizier Baha al-Dln Mahmud, a descendant of the famous Seljuq Vizier
Nizam al-Mulk, his family, and the Muzaffarid prince Mubariz al-Dln Muhammad ibn
Muzaffar. The work was concluded in 746 (1345); (fol. 88^) the Book of Humal and
Humayun, a masnavt poem on the romance of Humal, Prince of Zamln i Khavar, and
Humayun, daughter of the Khaqan of Chin, in the metre of Nizami’s Iskandar-ndmah,
and dedicated to the Mongol Sultan Abu Satd Bahadur Khan, son of Khurbandah, and
his Vizier Ghiyas al-Din Muhammad, son of Rashid al-Din Fazl Allah; it was
completed in 732 (1331); (fol. 201) Gul u Naurdz, a masnavl poem on the romance of
NaurUz, prince of Khurasan, and Gul, daughter of the Qaisar of Rum; composed in the
metre of Nizami’s Khusrau u Shtrin and dedicated to the poet’s patron, Vizier Taj alDln Iraqi; it was completed in 742 (1341); (fol. 332^^) the third book ofgkazals, arranged
in alphabetical order of rhyming except for the first four, in praise of Allah and the
Prophet, and the description of the poet’s own state in Tabriz; (fol. 4i2<5) two tarjt-bands \
(fol. 4i8<^) the muqattddt, including some masnavl poems; (fol. 436^) the quatrains, in
no set order; (fol. 469) the enigmas; (fol. 474) a masnavl poem advocating the mystical
life, followed by some more qaAdahs and a tarklb-band.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 34 x 24-8 cm.; the written surface measures 28-3 x 18-3 cm.;

2 columns of 17 lines; oblique marginal script; 483 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a good Nastdllq enclosed within gold

borders. The paper is semi-polished.
BINDING. The outside of the modern Turkish cover is of peacock-green leather with

a border and central design in gold.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was copied by Sultan ‘AlV who has dated it

Sunday 8 Rabf I 873 (26 Sept. 1468).
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATION. On fol. i is a magnificent five-lobed

rosette in blue and gold with black and red fleurons forming the centre of a full-page
illustration enclosed within a lapis border ornamented in scroll-work with black fleurons;
the circular medallion contains the titles of the works in the body of the pages. On
foil. \b-2 is a double-page frontispiece of rectangles richly illuminated in lapis and gold
and with black fleurons. On fol. 370^ is a rectangular ^unvdn of unusual style containing
a gold cartouche ornamented with red foliage scrolls across which is inscribed in blue
Suls the title of the second book of ghazals; its lapis ends are also ornamented with
foliage scrolls and with black fleurons. On fol. 436^ is a Imvdn of similar type with green
foliage scrolls and blue script; on foil. 62b, 160b, 2iSb, 447<^, 460^^, and 470^^ there are
similar ^tinvdns with red or green foliage scrolls and white and blue script. In the
margins of foil. 2b, 62b, S8b, 2,32b, 418^, and 426b are smaller ^unvdns of similar style with
titles in Suls or Cufic. There are small floral ornaments in gold and colour in the
1 See Rieu, pp. 621-2.

2 Cf. no. 138.
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margins of every page; on fol. i is the left half of a painting forming the frontispiece
to the KulHyyat, probably added, about the middle of the i6th century, within the old
15th-century borders; it contains a well-executed picture of a ruler, seated in the midst
of his court beneath a tent-roof, listening to music, with an attendant offering him drink
in a gold cup; all the figures wear the turban characteristic of the reigns of Shah
Isma'il and his son Shah Tahmasp.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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TARIKH OF TABARI
DATED 874 (1470)

A 7nanuscript of Batamt s abridged Persian translation of Tabaris Annals
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT, This copy of the Tarlkh al-Rustd wdl-Muluk
or ‘Annals of the Prophets and Kings’ from the beginning to the author’s time,
abbreviated and translated^ from the Arabic of Tabari by Abu 'All Muhammad ibn
Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Bal'aml, Minister to the Samanid Prince Abu Salih
Mansur ibn Nuh (350-366 (961-976)), with a short continuation extending, as in one of
the manuscripts in the Biblioth^que Nationale, to the caliphate ofal-Mustarshid (512—529
(i 118-1135)), belonged to the library of the Great Mughals, for a note on fol. i reads.
‘22 Rabi’ I 1105 H. [21 Oct. 1693] in the reign of the Emperor Muhyl al-Dln Muhammad
Aurangzlb Padishah . . .;’ the rest of the sentence must have referred to its acquisition
or possibly to its inspection. On fol. 3 the name of the author has been erased by a
former owner who forgot to obliterate that of the Samanid prince who orde^red the
translation, so that it is easily identifiable with the Persian version of the Tartkh alRusul wdl-Muluk.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 35-3 x 24.5 cm.; the written surface measures 24-6 x 15 cm.;
25 lines; 445 folios.
tVRETING AND PAPER. The writing is a very elegant Nastallq enclosed within
gold and blue rulings with headings and Arabic quotations in Naskh, Suls, and other
varieties of round script. The polished paper of three varieties is of a deep biscuit
colour; at beginning and end the marginal edges are patched in places.
DATE AND SCRIBE. According to the colophon the manuscript was completed in
the month of Shaban 874 h. (Feb. 1470, probably at Herat); below it a former owner
has written; ‘This book was copied in 748 h.’, which should read, as in the colop on,
874, the writer, in ignorance of the Arabic system of writing figures from left to right,
having committed an error found fairly frequently among the unscholarly fhe signature
of Badr al-Zaman appended to the colophon as that of the scribe is a fabrication.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. On both foil. \b and 2 are medallions,
distinguished examples of Khurasan work of the intermediate Timurid period; the
1 Some copies of this translation are more detailed than others, and this is a copy of the shorter version.
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illumination is in lapis and gold with a little black, and with fleurons of extreme
elegance. A note below the second shamsah states that the manuscript consists of 445
folios. On foil. 2b-i is a magnificent double-page frontispiece of lapis and gold
rectangles in similar style to the medallions, enclosed within an ornamental border.
The subsidiary titles are in red, blue, and brownish-red throughout.
The miniatures^ are important, as in their style they link the earlier and later Herat
work of the 15th century. The designs are spacious, the figure-drawing, while showing
close affinities with that of the illustrations to the celebrated Tehran Shah-ndmah of
1429-30 and other earlier Herat painting, sometimes prefigures later developments.
As noted by Kuhnel, the painter shows considerable originality, and a curiosity to find
new methods, especially in the use of colour. The grouping of the figures is particularly
noticeable. The colouring is rather restrained, except for the deep blue skies.
The subjects of the individual paintings are as follows:
(1) Fol. 20. Before the Iranian King Jamshid, who is seen enthroned in a tree-clad
landscape, are tailors, a weaver, a woman with a spinning-wheel, a carpenter, and smiths,
whom the king has been instructing in the essential crafts.
(2) Fol. 68^. Outside a white tent in a garden of trees sits Pharaoh, enthroned, in the
midst of his magicians; before him Moses, with a nimbus round his head, is producing
a serpent from his staff, while an affrighted young man scrambles into a tree.
(3) Fol. i57<5. At the court of the Arab King Nu man, where he has taken up residence,
Bahram Gur attacks a lion which has seized a wild ass; five Arab horsemen, two of
whom are armed with long lances, are looking on.
(4) Fol. 236^^. The fight between Talhah ibn 'Usman and 'All, son of Abu Talib, during
the Battle of Uhud. 'All is striking Talhah with his sword; both are mounted. On the
brown field are three bodies, one of which is decapitated, one truncated. Of the horse
men, in Timurid armour, who are taking part in the battle, one is wearing a Chinese
breastplate of imbricated scales. On the left, with a nimbus round his head, stands the
Prophet Muhammad.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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MASNAVl OF RUMi
DATED 874-5 (1470)

A manuscript of The Masnavi of yaldl al-Din Riimt

SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT This manuscript comprises the whole of the
six authentic books, together with the introduction in prose to the first and third books.
At the end there is the episode in forty-five lines attributed to the authors son.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC, 19.1 x 13.2 cm.; the written surface, within gold, black, and
blue rulings, measures 15-2 x 9 cm.; there are 16 lines in 2 columns in the middle and 34
hemistichs on the margin on each page; 425 folios.
* See Binyon, Wilkinson and Gray, pp. 80 and 94; and Kuhnel in S.P.A., p. 1855.
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WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a small, neat Nastaliq, with headings in
red. The first introduction is written in good Muhaqqaq script in gold and outlined in
black. The paper is of an ivory tone, thin, and polished.
BINDING. This is i8th- or early-19th-century lacquer work, having gold and coloured
floral designs on a yellow ground, with a narrow border of gold scroll-work on black.
The inside covers are plain red.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was copied by Qambar 'All ibn Khusrau of
Isfahan, who has dated the first book (fol. i^ob), the 24th of Zul-Qadah 874 (25 May
1470), and the last book (fol. 425) 21 Rabf II 875 (17 Oct. 1470).
ILLUMINATION. On foil. \b-2 is a double-page frontispiece composed of illuminated
borders and the gold text of the preface. On foil. 2b-i is another double-page illumina
tion, composed of panels and borders, embodying the opening verses of the first book,
with the title of the work written in four panels in white. Each subsequent book bears
a small illuminated hnvan (foil. 69^^, I3i<^, 2i\b, 272^, and 345<^). They are all finely
executed in the well-known Timurid style. There are triangles containing gold and
coloured floral illumination on all pages in the margins half-way down, dividing the
diagonally written marginal text.
SEALS AND INSCRIPTIONS. There are several effaced seals of owners on the
first and last pages.
[M. M.]
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DiVAN OF HAFIZ
MID 15th CENTURY

A munuscvipt of the poems of Llofiz
SUByECT AND ARRANGEMENT.

Hafiz of Shiraz (originally named Shams
al-Din Muhammad), the most celebrated lyric poet of Persia, died probably m a.h. 791
This collection of his poems lacks the preface of his friend and editor Muhammad
Gul-andam. It comprises the ghazals in alphabetical order of their rhyme-letters (fol.
i^)* three masnams (fol. i88), and the Muqattdat (fol. 194); followed by the quatrains
(fol. 201^). Some of the panegyrics and tarji stanzas (without their refrains) are included
in their respective rhyme groups.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 19.9 x 11-6 cm.; the written surface measures lob x 5.5 cm.;
2 columns of lo-ii lines; 204 folios. The last folio is lost.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a good Nastdllq within gold, black, and
mauve rulings. The paper is of a deep ivory tone, polished, and firm.
1 Rieu, p. 627.
M
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BINDING, The outside of the cover is of black leather with a flap and has a central
medallion with two pendants, decorated corners, and cord line borders, all sunk and
gilt; the inside is of brown leather with a central medallion and two pendants and corners
of brown tracery on a blue ground, gilt lining, and cord borders.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The colophon is missing. The manuscript was probably
copied about the middle of the 15th century, or somewhat later.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. On foil. \b-2 is a fine sarlatth, in
blue, gold, and colours, enclosing the first ghazal. There are six small, delicately
executed miniatures. These, which are later than the text, being painted over effaced
ghazals, are as follows:
(1) Fol. 44b. Two figures at the door of a house, near an arghavan in bloom. It is
night and the stars are shining.
(2) Fol. %2b. Three ladies with Mongol coiffures standing among flowering trees in
a garden; one of them is leaning in dejection against a tree.'
(3) Fol. \2ib. A king and a young prince, conversing in the chamber of a palace.
(4) Fol. 166b. A prince perusing a love-letter in a flowering garden, with two
attendants. The sky is gold.
The titles are in gold throughout; and the first and last folios are of gold-sprinkled
paper.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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MASNAVl OF RUMI
DATED 875 (1471)

A manuscript of the Masnavt of JalN al-Din Rumi
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This manuscript comprises the whole of the
six authentic books, together with their introductions in prose.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 23.8 x 15.2 cm.; the written surface measures 16-4 x lo-o cm.;
4 columns of 23 lines; 313 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a neat Naskh, with gold headings in Suls.
The paper is thin and polished.
BINDING. The manuscript is finely bound; the outsides of the boards are of chestnutcoloured stamped and gilt leather decorated with a star of twelve points, the sides of
four of which, elongated, govern the form of further ornamental shapes. The insides of
tan leather are decorated at the centre with an oval ornament of brown tracery and at
the four corners with similar tracery. The ground of the ornament is blue and there is
gold lining and ornamentation.
DATE AND SCRIBE, The manuscript was copied by Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn
Ahmad al-Khlrl al-Ansarl, who has dated it (fol. 312) Tuesday 9 Rajab 875 (i Jan. 1471).
1 See Binyon, Wilkinson, and Gray, pi. LIX A.
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ILLUMINATION. Foil. \b-2 contain, within borders beautifully ornamented with
white, black, green, gold, and brown fleurons, the introduction to the first book, written
in gold supplemented with black, in the Muhaqqaq script Another magnificent double
page sarlauh of similar technique (2h-'^ consists of blue, black, and gold rectangles
ornamented with fleurons. This embodies, on cloud scrolls on a hatched ground, the
opening verses of the first book. Foil. 52/^, 97^^,
207and 2^h each have a fine unvan
illuminated mainly in blue, gold and a little black; that to the fifth book (207(5) is
distinguished by a title in white letters on a gold ground covered in red foliage scrolls.
The last two pages have gold floral decoration, and the colophon is written in gold.
The subsidiary titles are in gold and red. Foil. 51^, 51^, 52^,
159^?, 2S^a are
ornamented in gold and colours in the triangular spaces between the diagonal script.
SEALS AND INSCRIPTIONS.
There are erased seals of ownership at the
bednninsf and end of the manuscript.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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IHYA’ 'ULUM AL-DiN
DATED 875-9 (1471^4)

Thefirst parts of Al-Ghazzdli s Arabic work Ihya 'UlUm al-Din or Remvificahon of
Religious Sciences
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. Al-Ghazzall al-Tusi Abu Hamid Muhammad ibn
Muhammad died in 505 (i 111). The present work, his chef-d’ceume, is the great masterpiece
of Muslim mystic theology. This copy, which lacks the first two folios and consequently
the introduction and the early part of the Table of Contents, contains the first volume o a
two-volume work, that is to say, the first two parts of the Ihyd^ 'Ulum al-Dm, a treatise
complete in four parts, each divided into ten books on a unique plan. The chapterheadings of Part I read; (i) definition of science (the beginning of which, on a folio
between foil. 4 and 5, is missing); (2) fol. 52, principles of Muslim theology; (3) f^ 73mysteries of legal purification; (4) fol. 83^, mysteries of prayer; (5) fol. 115^. '"yftff s
of alms; (6) fol. 128, mysteries of fasting; (7) fol. 132, mysteries of pilgrimage, (8) fo
ISO, rules for reciting the Koran; (9) fol. 162, invocation and praising of God; (10) fol.
Ub right times for commemorations. Part II is a compendium of social manners and
customs in ten books concerning (i) fol. 194^. eating; (2) fol. 203 marriage, (3) o 222
rules governing earning; (4) fol. 235^, the lawful and unlawful; (5) fol. 273, ru es o
companionship and brotherhood t (6) fol. 304, »f -«>■««;. «
travel; (8) fol.
mnsical and dance ceremonies and the ecstas.es invoked by hem
(9) fol. 348, approval of good and condemnation of evil; (lo) fol. 377, character of
Muhammad.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. i8-6 x 13 cm.; the written surface measures 11-5 x 7.5 cm;
27 lines; 380 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a very fine and small Naskh. The paper
is polished and very thin, relaid throughout upon polished paper.
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BINDING. The binding is Persian but more recent in date than the manuscript; the
outside of the cover is of red leather with a sunk centre and corners formerly gilt, and
a gilt border and stars; with flap; the insides of green stamped paper.
DA TE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was copied by MuzafFar ibn All, known as Sadr
al-Dln al-Sadiq (and in Persian Rast-gu, The truthful’), who practised his profession at
Shiraz. The colophon to the seventh book of Part I is dated 9 Zud-Hijjah 875 (29 May
1471), the final colophon Muharram 879 (Apr.-May 1474). Thus the rate of progress,
though slow, compares favourably with that of other work by this scribe.^
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. After three pages of index in gold
and red script the opening of the text (fol.
is furnished with a fine blue and gold
^unvan embodying the words, written in gold Suls ‘Volume I of the Ihya
Part I
also contains nine smaller ^unvans on foil. 52, 73, 83^, ii5<^, 128, 132, 150, 162,
Part
II contains two fully decorated and nine smaller ^unvans on foil. i93<5, 194, 203, 222, 235^5,
273, 304, 315, 327<^, 343, 377 with a few gold and colour corner pieces to them and at the
colophon.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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ANTHOLOGY
MID 15th CENTURY

A collection of three love-poems by various authors
SUBfECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This collection, which originally included
two other poems, commences on fol. \b with the Si-namah, also called Lshq-namah, a
masnavi poem composed of thirty letters on love by the famous mystic Amir Husainl,
known as Fakhr al-Sadat, who, after a period of travel in Hindustan, settled at Herat,
where he died in 718 (1318) leaving various esoteric works.^ Manuscripts of this
particular poem are rare; one is preserved in the Bibliothdque Nationale.® It contains,
as indicated by the title, thirty dissertations on love, describing its inherent qualities
and the torments undergone by those possessed by it. The present copy is imperfect,
there being five lacunae of one folio each after foil, i, 30, 33, 36, and 41.
(2) Fol. 4Sb. The Dah-namah, or the ‘Ten Letters' by Rukn ad-Dln Auhadi Maraghi
Isfahan!, who died in 738 (1338).'^ The work, completed in 706 (1306), consists of ten loveletters expressing the emotions of a pair of lovers parted by fate. This very rare poem®
is dedicated to the noted Vajlh al-Dln Shah Yasuf, grandson of the celebrated
mathematician NasTr al-Din Tusi.
(3) Fol. 65^^. The Firaq-namah, or ‘Book of Separation' by Salman Savajl (d. 779—
1378). This masnavi is a poem composed by order of the Jalair Sultan Uvais, and
1 He took thirty-seven years to complete the manu
script of the Tahzib al-ahkdm now in the Bibliotheque
Nationale [Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la B.N.,
Paris, 1923, p. 137).
^ Rieu, p. 608.

^ Blochet, Supp. Pers., MS. no. 781 a, fol. 2.60b.
^ Rieu, p. 619.
^ There are two copies in the Bibliotheque
Nationale [Supp. Pers., no. 781 a, fol. 283; no. 1411).
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consists of the ten letters exchanged between, and the adventures of, Malik the king and
Mahbub the beloved/
MEASUREMENTS, ETC, i6 x 10*5 cm.; the written surface measures 10 x 4.9 cm.;
2 columns of 114 lines; no folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is a delicate Nastdllq, The polished, thin
paper is of various colours.
BINDING. The outside of the cover is of brown leather with a sunk centre medallion
with pendant containing arabesque designs on a gold ground; brown leather doublure
with a gold central rosette.
DATE AND SCRIBE. The manuscript was executed, as can be ascertained Irom the
dedication (barely decipherable) in the central circle on fol. i, for the library of Abu
Said i Gurkan (r. 855-72 (1452-67)), but it bears in two places (foil. 44<5 and iiod) the
fabricated signature of Sultan 'All al-Mashhadl al-Katib, with the date 880 (1475-6)
and Herat as the place of transcription. This Abu Sa'ld was great-grandson of Timur
and grandfather of Babur, founder of the Indian Mughal dynasty. Babur in his memoirs
mentions the wall-paintings which his grandfather caused to be made when ruling in
Herat, and it is interesting to have a specimen of his library, testifying to the fine taste
of his court.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. On fol. i is a rosette illuminated in
blue and gold; enclosed within a blue wreath ornamented with foliage scrolls on a blue
ground are six gold circles, upon the centre one of which is inscribed the dedication to
the library of Abu Sa'ld Gurkan; the other five contain the titles of the contents;^ two
of the latter are completely effaced, the poems themselves having also disappeared.
Upon two lines, one above and one below the shdMscth, runs the inscription. This
manuscript was illuminated in the reign of the eminent Sultan Abu 1-GhazI Sultan Abd
al-'Aziz Bahadur Khan.^ The titles given are the same as those borne by the Shaibanid
Sultan of Transoxiana 'Abd al-'AzIz Bahadur Khan, who ruled at Bukhara from 947“
957 (1540-1549). If this inscription is not another forgery, it probably refers to the floral
designs in gold on the margins. On foil, ib, 45^, and 65^ are three magnificent unvans
in the best Herat style.
.
rr . . i 1
The miniatures are of unusual charm, and are executed in the minute Herat style ot
the period before it reached its full splendour at the end^ of the 15th century. The
drawing retains some archaic features; the colouring is delicate and subtle.
The subjects are as follows:
^
^
n ^ • .u
1
(1) Fol. 4. The author, HusainI, seated on his carpet in his room, reflects, in the early
hours of the night, on his ill-requited passion.
^
^
a'a
(2) Fol. 24. Freed from the cares of life and arrived at a state of complete indifference
towards religion, the author, seated in a garden beneath flowering trees, has a cup of
wine brought to him by a cup-bearer. Gold sky.
, • u .
^ These three poems and several others written in
this style are imitations of a series often love-letters,
the oldest of their kind, addressed by Visah to Ramin,
in the Romance of Vis and Ramin by Fakhr al-Din
Jurjanl.

^ The inscription, which has only been deciphered
by Mr. Minovi with great difficulty, runs as follows:
birasmi khizdnat al-Sultdn al-Azam Sultan Abu
Said Gurkan khallad Alldhy- mulkah^.
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(3) Fol. 395. The author and a youth seated in a flowering garden near a stream.
Behind is a palace, the wall of which is decorated like a saTltxttJt in a manuscript. Gold
sky.
(4) Fol. 58. The scene depicts an old woman having brought a letter to a young
scholar to read; they are seated outside a house, whose male and female inhabitants
can be seen through gates and railings. Gold sky.
(5) Fol. 78. The king seated at night on a raised portion of a room; the beloved is
handing him a gold dish. Upon a small gold case in the foreground are some bottles
of decorated Persian ware. Along the sides of the case are written, in a poor and
undeveloped script, not that of the scribe, the words: ‘ The Sultan, son of the Sultan,
All al-Sultanl.' This inscription is apparently an ignorant later addition intended to
support the attribution of this manuscript to Sultan All the celebrated calligrapher.
(6) Fol. 96. The king, reposing by night in a chamber decorated with mural paintings
and with windows opening on to the garden, unbosoms himself of his love for his
favourite.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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A manuscript of the poems of Hafiz
SUBJECT AND ARRANGEMENT. This copy of the Divan of Hafiz, which lacks
Muhammad Gul-andam’s preface, starts in the usual manner with the ghazals in
alphabetical order, after which (fol. 157) come two qasidahs] (fol. I58^)^the mukhammas
(here entitled tarjlf and (fol. 160) the masnavls, including the Saql-namah, then (166^)
the muqattdat, and (fol. 168) the quatrains.
MEASUREMENTS, ETC. 28-5 x 18-4 cm.; the written surface generally measures
14.5 X 7-0-7-4 cm.; 2 columns of 15 lines; 172 folios.
WRITING AND PAPER. The writing is very fine Nastallq enclosed within gold
and coloured rulings and a border of greenish-blue pa.per ornamented with a floral
design in gold. The paper is of a deep ivory tone, polished and thin, and is set within
margins of paper of similar tone bearing a design in gold.
The last part of the manuscript is slightly wormed.
BINDING. The outside of the cover, which is of much later date than the manuscript,
is of dark-brown leather with a sunk and gilt central medallion with double pendants
and gold floral and line borders; the inside is of red leather with gilt central medallion^
pendants, and leaf- and line-borders.
DATE AND SCRIBE. On fol. 172 is the apparent signature of the well-known Herat
scribe Sultan Muhammad Nur, a protege of Mir 'All Shir. There is, however, no
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regular colophon, and the attribution cannot be certain. The manuscript may be dated
somewhat later than the beginning of the i6th century.
ILLUMINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS. The central portion of fol. i is of
marbled paper with bands of design in gold, between which are four lines of script; this
whole scheme is a later addition to the folio, masking a decoration in gold. On foil. \b2 is a frontispiece noticeable for its unusual wealth of detail and colour; the central
portion on each of the two pages embodies six lines of text, being the opening verses
of the first ghazal, written on cloud forms on a gold ground ornamented with foliage
forms in colour. Above and below, joined by decorated vertical panels containing
stylized cloud forms, is a rectangle, in the centre of which is a plain gold star. The
decoration is surrounded on the three outer sides of each page by a wide border covered
in an intricate design of fleurons and stylized Chinese cloud forms and edged by a later
addition in the form of ornate gold finials, and has on the fourth side a narrow coloured
line border. A noticeable feature of most of the decoration on these two pages is the
white handwork decorated with black stars. On fol. 2b is a narrow Imvan. The script
on foil. 2<^-4 inclusive is decorated with cloud forms in gold.
Throughout the manuscript, on either side of the lesser titles, which are inscribed in
TaHlq within small central rectangular panels in red, blue, and gold, are small side-panels
containing delicate coloured paintings of birds against naturalistic backgrounds of
flowers, trees, &c. The wide margins are ornamented with conventional designs, in two
tones of gold, of flowers, animals, and birds. Below the colophon on fol. 172 are two
cranes executed in colour on a gold ground.
There is some doubt whether these exquisite bird paintings are of Persian origin.
This particular scheme of decoration, well suited for books of lyric poetry, was
apparently especially favoured by the early Mughal emperors of Delhi, and it seems
probable that the text of the present manuscript was decorated in India by some court
painter, or painters, of the early 17th century, perhaps in the reign of Jahangir.
[E. B. and M. M.]
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